What has been lacking in most of these studies is an Sanes, 1993). Here, axonal growth cones making conapproach that allows the assembly of new synapses tact with myotubes are thought to trigger a series of to be followed and distinguished from the numerous events that lead to the differentiation of both the presynsynapses already present on any given neuron. This aptic bouton and the postsynaptic reception apparatus.
In this study, we describe experiments designed to
Results determine the time frame of individual glutamatergic synapse assembly and the temporal order in which speRecurrent Labeling of Synaptic Vesicles with FM cific pre-and postsynaptic molecules are recruited to 4-64 Reveals the Appearance of Apparently new synaptic junctions. This has been accomplished by New Presynaptic Boutons establishing a novel approach that allows the identifiThe initial objective of this study was to establish a cation of newly forming synapses in these cultures, method that would allow us to determine when and complemented with retrospective immunohistochemiwhere new synapses were being formed between hippocal methods used to measure the accumulation kinetics campal neurons in primary culture. These experiments of specific synaptic proteins at such new synapses. Our were performed in neurons maintained 11-14 days in studies reveal that individual glutamatergic synapses vitro (DIV), the peak period of synaptogenesis in our between cultured hippocampal neurons can form over culture system . To determine when a period of 1-2 hr and that the formation of a functional and where new synapses were being formed, the fluorescent endocytotic dye FM 4-64 was employed due to presynaptic bouton often precedes the differentiation of the postsynaptic reception apparatus.
its ability to label SVs in living neurons in response to (CLSM). Potential errors caused by focal plane drift (for Figure 1A shows an example of a population of preexample, boutons moving in and out of the focal plane) synaptic boutons labeled with FM 4-64. These boutons were minimized by using the automatic focusing feature were labeled by stimulating the neurons to fire action of our CLSM and collecting four sections at 1 m interpotentials for 30 s in the presence of 15 M FM 4-64. vals at each site (see Experimental Procedures). As the All stimulation was performed by passing 1 ms current preparations are typically only 2-3 m thick, we are pulses at 10 Hz through field stimulation electrodes emconfident that the appearance of these apparently new bedded in the chamber; 30 s after the end of the stimulaboutons is not an artifact of focus errors. tion episode, the dye was washed out for 15 min, and Although recurrent SV labeling enabled us to record images were collected. To determine which fluorescent the appearance of apparently new presynaptic boutons, puncta represent activity-induced exocytosis/endocythe time resolution of this method was rather low (up to tosis of SVs, neurons were then stimulated to fire a two samples per hour). This limitation was overcome in second train of action potentials for 120 s at 10 Hz part by following the distribution of the labeled SVs by to induce exocytosis of the labeled SVs. Fluorescent time-lapse microscopy before unloading the dye. When puncta that appeared after the labeling (load) procedure the labeled SVs were examined at 5 min intervals, most and disappeared after the destaining stimulation epipreexisting synaptic boutons appeared to be rather stasode (unload) were considered to represent functional ble. Occasionally, however, we observed rapid changes presynaptic boutons ( Figure 1A) . The ionotropic glutain the distributions of labeled SVs among nearby boumate receptor antagonists 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-tons, suggesting that SVs were being mobilized along dione (DNQX, 10 M) and 2-amino-5-phosphonopentaaxonal segments between adjacent en passant boutons. noic acid (AP-5, 50 M) were included in the perfusion Furthermore, we recorded numerous instances in which solution for the duration of all experiments, in order to SVs were mobilized to new sites at which no SVs were block stimulation-induced network reverberations. This previously observed, suggesting that they were being assured that each stimulus caused at most a single recruited to new synaptic sites ( Figure 1B Figure 1A) . Typically, one agreement with a previous report (Kraszewski et al., to two new fluorescent puncta were detected per field 1995), they appeared to be smaller (composed of less of view per hour, which represented Ͻ1% of the number labeled vesicles) than were the apparently new presynof preexisting boutons in the field. To increase the numaptic boutons. Furthermore, the formation of most new ber of events detected in a single experiment, we collected data from up to 12 (but typically 4-5) fields of SV cluster sites did not seem to result simply from the appearance of elongated "bands" of fluorescently labeled SVs between adjacent, relatively persistent loci (for example, see Figure 1B , time ϭ 00:20Ј). The greater temporal resolution offered by time-lapse recordings of labeled vesicles and the additional data they provided regarding the persistence and origin of new SV clustering sites prompted us to include such time-lapse imaging of SVs in our experimental protocol. Thus, in all experiments described below, the following protocol was used to detect the appearance of new presynaptic boutons. SVs were labeled periodically with FM 4-64. Then, labeled SVs were followed for 10-40 min at 5 min intervals. Finally, a stimulation train was used to unload the dye. This routine was repeated two to three times in each experiment.
The additional data provided by these time-lapse series allowed us to further refine our criteria for scoring new FM 4-64 puncta as new presynaptic boutons. These criteria are summarized as follows: no punctate FM 4-64 labeling was detected at the putative site immediately after the first labeling episode; once formed, the SV cluster persisted at approximately the same location until the end of the time-lapse session; the cluster did not originate from a large cluster splitting into smaller ones; its size was similar to that of preexisting, persistent SV clusters; and it had to release the dye in response to the destaining stimulation train.
Many of the new SV clusters we detected conformed with these criteria. About 20% were observed to form during time-lapse recordings of labeled SVs (as in Figure  1B ), while the remaining 80% were detected immediately after recurrent labeling episodes (as in Figure 1A ). These findings suggest that recurrent FM 4-64 labeling of SVs intermixed with time-lapse recordings of these SVs can be used to detect the appearance of new functional presynaptic boutons and to determine when such boutons first display a capacity for activity-induced SV recycling. The time at which this capacity was first manifested was used thereafter as a reference time to which all other events were related. two questions. First, are the "newly formed synapses" identified by recurrent FM 4-64 labeling associated with clusters of known structural components of synaptic junctions and thus likely to represent "real" synapses? movement or aggregation of discrete SV clusters. Rather, they seemed to involve en masse SV mobilizaSecond, is the temporal order of appearance of these two proteins at nascent synapses consistent with the tion from nearby loci, as suggested by the occasional roles attributed to them? To this end, the appearance of new presynaptic boutons was recorded as described above, after which the specimens were rapidly fixated and stained with antibodies directed against Bassoon and/or SAP90/PSD-95 (see Experimental Procedures). We then determined for each apparently new bouton if a cluster of Bassoon or SAP90/PSD-95 was present at the same location. These data were then compared with the bouton's "age," defined as the time interval between the moment the bouton was first observed and the time at which the preparation was fixed. (Note that the age assigned to boutons that appeared immediately after a labeling procedure was based on the time at which they were labeled with FM 4-64, not the time they were first imaged. See Experimental Procedures for details.) Figure 2 shows an example of a new bouton that appeared ‫45ف‬ min before fixating the preparation. Retrospective analysis revealed that the same bouton was also labeled with antibodies against SAP90/PSD-95. Similarly, Figure 3 shows that a new bouton that appeared ‫54ف‬ min before fixation was clearly labeled with antibodies against Bassoon but not SAP90/PSD-95. These data strongly support the likelihood that our recurrent labeling approach identifies bona fide synaptic junctions.
Accumulation Dynamics of the Cytomatrix
To determine the accumulation kinetics of these molecules at nascent synapses, all boutons observed to form in these experiments were categorized according to their "age," and the fraction of boutons in each age group found to be matched with clusters of Bassoon or SAP90/PSD-95 was compared with the fraction of preexisting boutons (Ͼ99%) associated with clusters of these molecules ( Figures 4A and 4B ).
For Bassoon ( Figure 4A ), we found that 95% of all preexisting boutons detected before fixation by FM 4-64 labeling were matched with a distinct cluster of this molecule (2269 boutons, 20 sites, 5 experiments). A similar fractional match was observed for "new" boutons from all age groups, including the very earliest age group. These findings suggest that Bassoon clusters at presynaptic sites before or concomitantly with the acquisition of a capacity for activity-induced recycling of SVs, which is consistent with Bassoon playing an instructional role in the assembly of new presynaptic of new presynaptic boutons using FM 4-64 as described above. Cultures were then fixed and double stained with antibodies directed against the GluR1 and NR1 subunits The results of these experiments are summarized in Figures 4C and 4D . This analysis reveals that for preexisting boutons, 67% were found to be associated with clusters of GluR1, and 49% were associated with clusters of NR1 (5847 boutons, 43 sites, 9 experiments). In contrast, for boutons detected within 45 min of fixation, only 18% and 9% were associated with GluR1 or NR1 clusters, respectively. The fractional match of older boutons that had appeared during these experiments was similar or slightly greater than that observed in preexisting boutons.
Interestingly, 37% of preexisting boutons were found to be associated with both GluR1 and NR1 clusters, while 30% and 12% contained primarily AMPA or NMDA receptors, respectively. In total, these data indicate that ‫%97ف‬ of synapses detected here were glutamatergic synapses. It follows that 47% of these synapses contained significant numbers of both NMDA-and AMPAtype glutamate receptors, while 38% and 15% contained primarily AMPA or NMDA receptors, respectively. In the population of apparently new synapses, the numbers were similar (60%, both types; 24%, AMPA alone; 16%, NMDA alone, all nascent synapse age groups). However, a somewhat larger proportion of presumably glutamatergic synapses contained both AMPA-and NMDA-type glutamate receptors.
These experiments suggest that the clustering of glutamate receptors of both types lags behind the differentiation of presynaptic specializations by ‫54ف‬ min. No substantial difference was found in the clustering kinetics of GluR1 versus NR1.
Presynaptic Boutons Can Form Rapidly after the Establishment of Axodendritic Contacts
A fundamental issue unresolved by the experiments described above is how soon after the initial contact of axons and dendrites is a capacity for activity-induced recycling of SVs acquired. To obtain an estimate of the time required for a presynaptic bouton to form and display activity-induced SV recycling relative to the time dritic contacts that seemed to result in the formation of apparently functional presynaptic boutons, as determined by FM 4-64 labeling (Figure 6 ). Evoked SVs recyof the AMPA-and NMDA-type ionotropic glutamate receptors, respectively. Each apparently new bouton was cling at each of these four sites was observed 26, 24, 24, and 32 min after axodendritic contacts were estabthen examined to determine if it was associated with a discrete cluster of GluR1, NR1, or both. An example of lished. As only a small subset of neurites were labeled with EGFP (and were hence visible), it remains possible a new bouton that labeled with both GluR1 and NR1 antibodies is shown in Figure 5 . This particular bouton that the new boutons had in fact formed between unlabeled adjacent axons and/or dendrites. In one case, appeared after a second labeling round performed 52 min before fixation and persisted until the end of the however, differential interference contrast (DIC) imaging enabled us to observe all neurites within the vicinity of experiment. the new bouton and to unequivocally determine that it Discussion had indeed formed between a single axon and a single dendrite that had just formed a new intersection (data We have used cultured hippocampal neurons, live imnot shown). These observations indicate that functional aging, and retrospective immunohistochemical methodactive zones may form as soon as 25-30 min after initial ologies to determine the time frame for the formation cell-cell contact.
of glutamatergic synapses and examine the temporal Interestingly, we also observed contacts that did not order in which specific pre-and postsynaptic molecules lead to the formation of new synaptic boutons. Many cluster at new synapses. Our studies reveal that funcof these contacts were transient, but some seemed to tional presynaptic boutons can form within 25-30 min persist for the duration of the experiment. These obserof the establishment of an axodendritic contact. In some vations may suggest that some presynaptic boutons cases, the formation of such boutons seems to be assoform over time periods that exceed the duration of these ciated with the recruitment of SVs from nearby preexperiments. Alternatively, they may simply suggest that existing boutons. Using retrospective immunohistomany axodendritic encounters do not result in the formachemistry, we found that such new synaptic boutons practically always contained a cluster of the presynaptic tion of new synapses (see Discussion). Thus, it is quite unlikely that the late appearing SV clusmay form over periods of 1-2 hr and that the formation of a functional presynaptic bouton precedes the assemters were mobile clusters of SVs moving along axons. It is also important to note that the "age" assigned to bly of the postsynaptic compartment.
apparently new boutons is inherently inaccurate to some degree. This is due to the fact that many new boutons Time Frame of Individual Glutamatergic were detected following a second or third round of FM Synapse Assembly 4-64 labeling, and the "birth date" assigned to such The simplest interpretation of the experiments deboutons was the time at which the labeling procedure scribed here is that glutamatergic synapses can form was performed. It is almost certain, however, that many as fast as 1-2 hr after an axodendritic contact has been of these boutons had become functional before this established. In arriving at this conclusion, however, we labeling episode (but after the prior labeling episode), also consider several alternative interpretations. and, thus, the age assigned to them underestimated A key assumption in the design of our experiments their true age. In addition, a small fraction of boutons was that the appearance of new, activity-induced clusmay have formed slightly after the labeling episode, as ters of FM 4-64-labeled SVs implied that a new bouton shown in Figure 1B . We thus grouped apparently new had formed at that site. It is possible, however, that such presynaptic boutons into rather broad age categories boutons were preexisting boutons that for some reason that matched the limited temporal resolution of our datresponded weakly or not at all to stimulation in the initial ing method. labeling episodes (and thus did not uptake dye) but did Taken together, these data reveal that new glutarespond later on. At the extreme, such boutons could matergic synapses may form between cultured hippobe viewed as "presynaptically silent" synapses ( , 1999) , the mere rate of synapse addition during a 6 day period (e.g., presence of these receptors does not necessarily indi-9-14 days), 1-2 boutons would be expected to appear cate that the postsynaptic receptive apparatus was fully per field of view per hour, on average.
functional. Still, our study has gone further toward estabAnother concern is that not all new boutons were lishing the functionality of such nascent synapses: the followed for the same duration. In fact, the "youngest" demonstrated capacity for evoked neurotransmitter reboutons, those that appeared immediately before fixalease at these new presynaptic sites, combined with the tion, were only observed at two time points (including documented presence of glutamate receptors at the the observation made after dye unloading). It follows same sites, makes the possibility that these nascent that some "young" boutons could have been mobile synapses had some capacity for synaptic transmission vesicle clusters rather than persistent boutons. Such quite likely. mobile clusters could have escaped recognition, as this was based in part on comparisons of their positions in series of sequential images. While we cannot completely
The Temporal Order of Synaptic Assembly Assuming that an imaginary time line can be used to rule out this possibility, it is worth noting that, apart from four puncta, all FM 4-64-labeled puncta scored as new describe the assembly process of individual glutamatergic synapses, our experiments suggest that synboutons were imaged at least twice before destaining. Moreover, all clusters scored as new boutons appeared aptogenesis typically proceeds according to a temporal sequence summarized schematically in Figure 7 . The to be rather large, comparable in size (or in labeled vesicle number) to preexisting boutons. In contrast, steps involve (1) formation of an axodendritic contact, Figure 1A) , the time at which the labeling procedure was performed 1067-1071. was considered to be that bouton's "birth date." For boutons obFenster, S.D., Chung, W.J., Zhai, R., Cases-Langhoff, C., Voss, B., served to form between labeling episodes (as in Figure 1B) , the time Garner, A.M., Kaempf, U., Kindler, S., Gundelfinger, E.D., and Garner, at which such a cluster was first observed was used. 
